Leadership for Performance in All Parts of Your Life
Now more than ever, your success as a leader isn't just
about being a great businessperson. You've got to be a
great person, performing well in all domains of your
life -- your work, your home, your community, and
your private self.
That's a tall order.
The good news is that, contrary to conventional
wisdom about "balance," you don't have to assume
that these domains compete in a zero-sum game. Total
Leadership is a game-changing blueprint for how to
perform well as a leader not by trading off one domain
for another, but by finding mutual value among all
four. Veteran Wharton professor Stew Friedman
shows you how to achieve these "four-way wins" as a
leader who can:
·
·
·
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“In a world of work-life trade-offs, Stew Friedman offers what most think
impossible: a field-tested program that gives you not only what you want in
business, but also what you want in life. Brilliant!”
Timothy Ferriss, author, The 4-Hour Workweek,
#1 New York Times bestseller
“With a refreshingly simple approach to winning the daily struggle
between family bliss and career satisfaction, Stew Friedman outlines clear
and innovative solutions for better managing the competing demands of our
lives. Engaging and inspiring.”

Be real: Act with authenticity by
clarifying what's important
Be whole: Act with integrity by
respecting the whole person
Be innovative: Act with creativity by
experimenting to find new solutions

With engaging examples and clear instruction,
Friedman provides more than thirty hands-on tools for
using these proven principles to produce stronger
business results, find clearer purpose in what you do,
feel more connected to the people who matter most,
and generate sustainable change.
Most leadership development books focus only on
your professional skills, while books about personal
growth concentrate on your needs beyond work. Total
Leadership is different. It's a unique and long-awaited
resource that shows how to win in all domains of life.

Anne Erni, Managing Director & Chief Diversity Officer,
Lehman Brothers
“In the future, being a leader will require new ways to integrate work with
the rest of one's life, resulting in more effective leadership and a more
fulfilling life. Total Leadership points the way.”
Robert Reich, professor, University of California at Berkeley,
former U.S. Secretary of Labor, and author, Supercapitalism

Stewart D. Friedman is the founding director of the
Wharton School's Leadership Program and of
Wharton's Work/Life Integration Project. He is former
head of Ford Motor’s Leadership Development Center.
www.totalleadership.org
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